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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/14/2024

Description 2020 Keystone RV Alpine 3651RL, Keystone Alpine fifth wheel 3651RL highlights:
Kitchen Island Two Awnings Residential Refrigerator Convection Microwave
Pantry Are you ready for a cozy weekend away with this Alpine fifth wheel at your
favorite destination? Throughout this model, you will enjoy all of the livable space
that comes from three slides. When the night gets chilly, grab a blanket and a
book and relax on the theater seating or sofa sleeper in front of the warm
fireplace or watch your favorite movie on the 50" LED TV. As you wait for dinner to
be prepared on the three burner range, you can grab a snack from the 18 cubic
foot residential refrigerator and sit at the free-standing table with chairs as you
chat with the chef. With its own bathroom entrance, a vanity, and a king bed, the
master suite proves to be the most relaxing and comfortable place to spend each
night. When you choose an Alpine fifth wheel by Keystone RV, you are choosing
luxury. The Whisper Air System is the quietest cooling system ever developed,
and it keeps your RV at the perfect interior temperature no matter what the
outside weather may bring. Every aspect of the Alpine has been designed to
enhance your full-time camping experience, like the Super Cinema package, and
the all-in-one water works exterior utility center will help you keep your Alpine
flowing at its best throughout each adventure. You will also love the Furrion RV
Chef Collection that gives you the ability to cook with precision and consistency
as you travel the country and helps you provide your guests with a higher level of
cuisine during each camping trip.

Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: 34549
VIN Number: 38299-34549
Length: 39
GVW: 15500
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3

Item address Willis, Texas, United States
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